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Creative 
Sunderland 
Lessons 5 and 6 
Part C Create: My Sunderland a Painting



The Big Picture
We have now completed part A and B of 
our explore Arts Award. We have explored 
some art techniques and researched an 
organisation and an artist. In this lesson 
we are going to prepare and then create a 
painting inspired by Sunderland.

Challenge
In this activity you are going to create an original 
painting inspired by Sunderland. You will make a 
colourful painting of a zoomed in image of Sunderland.

Artists have to plan what they are going to do. Often 
before they start a painting they sketch their ideas. I want 
you to make a drawing inspired by Sunderland. It might be 
that you make the drawing based on your collage created in 
Part A… but choose to zoom into a small area using a viewfinder.
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Success Criteria
A successful part C of your Arts Award will:

1.  Show how you planned your artwork.

2.  Document you making your artwork.

3.  Your final piece.

4.  Your thoughts about what went well and what could have been better.

Materials
You will need your sketchbook, a piece of paper and scissor to create a viewfinder, pencil, 
eraser and pencil sharpener, poster paint, paper (ideally sugar paper cut into a square), a 
paint brush, tape or blue tac to position your view finder, and a camera to photograph the 
process.



p.10
What are you going to create?
A painting inspired by Sunderland. Taking a small section of the collage we 
created in part A and making it larger and adapting it.

What do you need to create the painting?

Making my painting.
Two photographs being made by the young person at different stages.
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Photograph of final piece.

Step by Step
• Take a piece of paper and fold it in half. Cut a small aperture. You could draw three 

sides of a square on the folder edge then use scissors to cut it out.

• Fix your viewfinder over the section of your collage (using tape or blue tac). 
Choose a section you find interesting and would like to sketch.

• Sketch the outline shapes on a piece of paper. If you have made a square 
viewfinder make sure your piece of paper is also a square. It’s a great idea to get 
a photograph of you making the outline drawing. Think about the relative size of 
things.

• Add colour paint to your drawing. Take a photograph when you are half way done.

• Photograph your final piece and stick that photo in your portfolio.

Display your piece. 
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Each student should write in detail about:
How did you make your painting? (step by step guide)
What did you enjoy?
What did you find challenging/tricky?
Did you overcome this challenge? If yes how?
Would you change anything?
What advice would you give to someone else making a painting like this?
How do you feel now you have completed your painting?
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Reflection 

On page 12 of each child’s portfolio encourage them reflect on making their painting 
(the process) and finished piece (the artwork). Encourage the children to talk about 
what they did and why they made those decisions. 

Stretch and Challenge
We have not specified the style of painting. Children could:
Remake their painting using a different medium?
Scale up their painting?
Write a short story about the view in their painting?
Write a review of their painting?
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www. sunderlandculture.org.uk
info@sunderlandculture.org.uk

Want to know more about the artist that 
designed this resource? Contact us and we’ll 
happily introduce you!

@sunderlandculture

@SundCulture

@sunderlandculture


